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INVESTIGATION FOLLOWING REPORT OF PROPERTY FLOODING AT
SOUTH END OF DEFRA FIELD REF. TG2912 1165 (Railway Field)
15.76ha 157,600m²
Railway Field 1919

Railway Field 2020

Area Soils

There are two types of soil in the affected area
Mainly Freely draining lime-rich Loamy soil, With
Freely draining slightly acid sandy soil at higher
levels to the north.

Long Term Flood Risk

*

(From gov.uk, prior to new development.)
Flood risk summary for the area around:

*

59, GREEN LANE EAST, RACKHEATH, NORWICH, NR13 6QL

Surface water
High risk
What this information means
Surface water flooding, sometimes known as flash flooding:
• happens when heavy rain cannot drain away
• is difficult to predict as it depends on rainfall volume and location
• can happen up hills and away from rivers and other bodies of water
• is more widespread in areas with harder surfaces like concrete
Lead local flood authorities (LLFA) are responsible for managing the flood risk from
surface water and may hold more detailed information.

Land Gradient

Surface Run Off flow

New Residential Development, The Commies

Green Lane East Looking
East Towards Broad Lane
Land Excavated to
lowest level prior to
New development 2019

Bottom of Ditch now above ground
level of development

New Land Development

Utility Infrastructure

Railway Field covers an area of 157,600m² With the Northern “Point” Some 8m Lower than
at the southern side.
Assuming a 30% run off. this would be around an additional 45,000 Tons of water draining
at the northern end each year. This does not take in to account any run off from the fields
adjacent in Little Plumstead.
As this is the first time we have been made aware of a report of property flooding in this
area, it would indicate that the flooding was primarily caused by the end events of the
extreme wet cycle of weather we have experienced over the last 3 years, especially
with excessive rainfall from September 2020 to June 2021.
However it is always essential to take in to account any recent geographic changes that
may contribute now, and in the future. The saturation levels at the south end of Railway
Field currently remain higher than would be expected, despite the recent dry conditions.
This in part maybe due to a lack of sun for most of 2021 and ongoing lack of wind (up till
now) preventing evaporation.
In my opinion, a new development in the village has created a greater flood risk from
• surface water
• The reduction in evaporation
• Greatly increased groundwater inputs.
• The lowering of the development land
Also nearby NDR Balancing ponds may contribute to greater quantities of water at the low
end of the village.

Conclusion
In my opinion, having explored as far as I can and based on my experiences I believe
future extended periods of above average rainfalls will saturate the low land of the field via
groundwater transients from the new development. Storm drainage will pressure through
the sandy soils and resurface where the land is at low levels, such as at the north point of
railway field.
Network Rail Infrastructure
Whilst there is a surface drain either side of the rail embankment to take water from the
residential side. Flooding of the field will effectively flood the residential properties via the
drain that was supposed to protect it.
As this is Network rail infrastructure, on Network Rail property, you will need to seek
permission to inspect.
Boyden Osborne

